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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2517-Most of the properties in Amber City 
being sold were houses and shops. 

Of course, there were many treasures too. 

Among the treasures were also some extremely precious things. 

The Spirit Cage was a world that had yet to be fully explored and exploited. 

So, it was not surprising that some folks would hide the good things that they 
found. 

However, now that they were leaving, they could not take the things with them 
so they could only exchange them for money. 

That way, they would not arrive in Leila with nothing. 

David welcomed everyone and said that he would take all kinds of properties. 

His main purpose was not to acquire these so-called properties but to spend 
money and obtain lavish points to improve his strength. 

People with more properties in their hands would wait in line to sell to David at 
the original price so that they could get more money. 

Those with fewer properties felt that even if they waited, they would not be 
able to sell for too high a price, and after weighing the pros and cons, so they 
simply sold their properties to other merchants at a low price. Leaving The 
Spirit Cage as quickly as possible to save their lives was the most important 
thing for them. 

One day, two days, three days. 

David stayed at home and watched his lavish points rise slowly. 

He felt great. 

It had been a long time since something this amazing happened. 



In just three days, his lavish points rose from less than 200 thousand points to 
more than 1.8 million points. 

There was a 1.6 million increase. 

After converting it to L Dollars, it would be 160 trillion. 

In other words, in just three days, Thor and Beanie helped David spend 160 
trillion L Dollars. 

This number was an unimaginable astronomical figure for 99 % of Leila. 

Moreover, this number was still rising. 

In just two more days, David would accumulate enough lavish points to break 
through to Ancient level 10 in both Body and Mind. 

Then, he would have the combat power of a partial Heavenly Overlord, 
equivalent to being among the top Overlords. 

Came to think of it, David had to thank Perry and Fabiola, the unfortunate 
couple. 

If it were not for that couple, his lavish points would not have risen so fast. 

David was overjoyed watching his lavish points rise. 

Now, his Body was still at Supreme level 10, but his Mind had reached 
Ancient level 1. 

He needed 1 million lavish points to break through to Supreme level 1 and 
900 thousand more points to upgrade to Supreme level 10. 

In addition, he would need 900 thousand points to upgrade his Mind from 
Supreme level 1 to Supreme level 10. 

In other words, with another 2.8 million lavish points, both his Mind and Body 
would be able to break through to Supreme level 10. 

David was waiting. 

Anyway, he was not in a hurry now. 



He would wait until his lavish points reached 2.8 million points before leaving 
The Spirit Cage, returning to the real world, and improving his strength before 
returning. 

Next, if he earned another 1 million lavish points, David would upgrade the 
level of his Cloning. 

He wanted to upgrade his Cloning to level 6 and see how many avatars he 
could summon. 

Regardless of his Body or Mind, he would need tens of millions of lavish 
points if he wanted to break through again after reaching Supreme level 10. 

This time, he managed to get millions of lavish points in a few days due to that 
incident, i 

When everything went back to normal, he could only earn them slowly and it 
would be difficult for him to earn tens of millions of lavish points. 

However, David was already very satisfied. 

When there was no external threat, he would let nature take its course in the 
acquisition of lavish points. 

He would not pursue it too much. 

As long as he was strong enough to protect himself and the people around 
him, being very powerful did not have much effect on him. 

 


